
Microsoft Multifactor Authentication (MFA) helps to reduce the chances of a successful attack by adding 

an easy to use, non intrusive second layer of identify verification.

What does MFA solution include?

- We will enable your tenants MFA services for up 

to five users.

- We will configure one access policy.

- We will guide you through the installation of the 

Authentication Application on the five user 

account devices.

- We will provide training to the five users to show 

how MFA improves your organization’s security 

posture.

- We implement our MFA, Breach Prevention 

Solution within one full business day, working 

directly with you in your environment. 

- Recommendation: the five attendees should 

consist of senior management and IT to start.

Assumption

- You are already using Office 365 (Business 

Essentials, Business, Premium, E1, E3, E5, or F1) 

and it is running properly.

- You have an Android or iPhone that is 

somewhat current.

- When we work with you to install the 

Authentication Application you will have your 

phone with you.

- New recipients of the MFA service will all be 

available at the same time for assistance with 

phone configuration and education.

- You will have freed an hour in your calendar to 

participate in the education session.

Out of Scope

- Fix anything that was broken before we deploy our Breach Prevention Solution.

- Build or deploy anymore than what we described above.

- Visit your location on a regular basis (our solution is implemented remotely).

- Work outside of normal business hours of 9am - 5pm. 

Full Stack Technology Partner 

We help organizations start their 

digital journey with Cloud and security 

and evolve their digital footprint to 

applications and managed services.

Security First

Why work with ProServeIT?

We apply a security lens to everything 

that we do by helping organizations 

manage advanced security risks and 

secure their identity, data, and devices.

Just In Time Technology

We help organizations maximize their 

technology ROI by ensuring that all 

technology purchased is done so when 

needed & is fully adopted by all users.
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